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The meeting discussion was focused on exploring Industry’s PDUFA VII manufacturing and
inspection topics. FDA began by reviewing the upcoming schedule for negotiation meetings and
then recapped the outstanding action items for both sides.
CMC Readiness Pilot Proposal
FDA and Industry continued to discuss details around a CMC readiness pilot for certain products.
FDA and Industry both saw potential benefit in the pilot. FDA and Industry discussed the duration
of the pilot program and potential outputs from the program. Industry expressed desire for lessons
learned from the pilot program to be shared potentially during mid- PDUFA VII. FDA explained it
will take time to gain sufficient experience via the pilot to provide lessons learned. Industry noted
that they see the pilot as an opportunity to test science- and risk-based regulatory flexibility and gain
experience on when and how that flexibility can be applied in IND development programs. FDA
noted they see the pilot as an opportunity to increase CMC readiness for certain products with
expedited clinical development timelines to ensure critical drugs get to patients in a timely manner.
FDA and Industry discussed the potential of a multi-day workshop during mid-PDUFA VII to
assess the pilot and share lessons learned. FDA agreed to draft updated language for Industry to
review and to share resource estimates.

Industry and FDA continued to discuss draft commitment language for other proposals including
information requests, mid-cycle language, and alternative tools to assess manufacturing facilities
named in pending applications. Both parties agreed to extend future meetings to ensure negotiations
and commitment language were finalized.
There were no other substantive proposals, significant controversies, or differences of opinion
discussed at this meeting.

